1. Respected sir {#sec1}
================

COVID-19 has been officially declared as a pandemic by the World health organization. Various studies have shown that the disease can be transmitted by contact, droplets, and aerosol from an infected person which are generated while coughing, sneezing, and talking or during aerosol-generating procedures (AGP) in the theatre \[[@bib1]\]. Indian Society of Anaesthesiologists has issued advisory and Position Statement to prevent virus transmission during AGP with limited advice during one-lung ventilation (OLV) \[[@bib2],[@bib3]\].

OLV is associated with preoxygenation, intubation, suctioning of the airway, and deflating the operative lung. All these procedures place anaesthesiologist at high risk of exposure. One needs to understand the difference between aerosol vulnerable and true AGP to quantify the risk to a healthcare professional (HCP). Vulnerable procedures are characterized by the absence of airflow resulting in the limited risk of aerosolization but the introduction of airflow like coughing can convert vulnerable to AGP. Therefore complete paralysis, minimal airflow, negligible interruptions, and isolating patient\'s ventilation from the nearby atmosphere by using closed-circuit are some of the strategies for reducing aerosol generation during procedures**.** \[[@bib4]\] There is limited literature regarding the standard procedure for reducing viral transmission to HCP during lung isolation and OLV. We will be suggesting some recommendations for placing a double-lumen tube (DLT) based on our experience while trying to minimize aerosol generation.

2. Guiding principles during lung isolation at critical time points. {#sec2}
====================================================================

1**During intubation, bronchoscopy, and suction** aEnsure complete muscle relaxationbEnsure the complete absence of airflow by avoiding bag-mask ventilation, stopping the fresh gas flow and setting the APL valve to zerocDuring DLT placement1Intubation to be done by the senior-most anesthetist and immediately confirmed by FOB2Ensure complete apnea during tube fixation, DLT cuff inflation, and circuit attachment3If desaturation-remove the FOB and start ventilating after confirming closed circuit without any leakdDuring bronchoscopy1To be done through the opening of a bronchoscopy adapter to avoid a leak and maintain closed circuit.2Minimize the use of suction2**Before starting ventilation** aConfirm DLT cuffs are adequately inflatedbAll ports have been secured3**During extubation** aAvoid coughing1Lignocaine, Propofol, dexmedetomidine can be used to reduce coughing2A clear plastic sheet can be placed over a patient head to reduce the aerosol spread

Conventionally, during OLV, we generally clamp the appropriate lumen and open the corresponding port of DLT for faster deflation of operative lung. But this technique increases the risk of aerosol generation. Hence, to reduce it and to fasten the deflation of the operative lung, we suggest three maneuvers. First, based on the findings of Moreault et al. who stated that while keeping the port on DLT closed on the operative side along with clamping of the appropriate lumen for OLV would increase the deflation of lung by increasing absorption atelectasis and preventing dilation of intra alveolar oxygen by ambient air \[[@bib5]\]. This maneuver has the advantage of being a closed system with minimal leak and aerosol generation ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). Secondly, while opening the lumen of DLT on the operative side to the atmosphere, a second HME filter can be placed to reduce the spread of aerosol ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). Third, a closed suction can be attached to the opened lumen of DLT on the operative side. It will serve dual purpose of facilitating lung collapse and preventing spread of aerosol. Even oxygen can given during hypoxemia without disconnecting the assembly ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Figure showing both port of DLT closed.Fig. 1Fig. 2One port of DLT open with HME filter attached.Fig. 2Fig. 3One port of DLT open with closed suction system.Fig. 3

This COVID-19 pandemic will take a long time to settle and gradually we will be bound to do time-sensitive surgeries requiring anesthetic intervention generating a significant amount of aerosol. Hence it will be our responsibility to develop skills and adopt changes in conventional methods to reduce aerosol and limit transmission of infection to our HCP.
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tacc.2020.06.005>.
